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Even though great advances have been made in the direction of care and
treatment of juvenile delinquents in training institutions, there is still
much to be desired and a tremendous job to be done in this area. Some
authorities on the subject feel that there is a great gap bet-vreen the ideal
theories of treatment of juvenile delinquents and the actual day-to-day
practices that appear in treatment procedures in most of our traiaiing insti¬
tutions of today*
Some students of the field of delinquency feel that the atmosphere of a
training school stunts the child’s growth and developnent, and some children
emerge through their training experience as hardened criminals.^ Careful
research has shown fjx)m sixty-five to eighty-five per cent of failures among
boys who have spent time in reformatories and industrial or training schools.^
If these statistics are true, it appears that most of our institutions have
failed in their treatment programs* There are many institutions that have
been, and still are, working under numerous handicaps* Therefore, as might
be expected, the results are frequently unfavorable. However, gradually but
increasingly, many such training schools are becoming more and more prepared
to work with yoimgsters Tiio have deep-seated personality problems. Some of
these training schools have added to their staff a clinic team which consist
of the psychiatrist, psychologist and the psychiatric social worker. These
additions have made it possible for these training schools to do away with
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the old custodial type of philosophy to one which will provide care and
treatment based upon the rAiole understanding of the child according to his
individual needs.
The New York State Training School for Boys is one of such training
schools. It is located in the Orange County foothills of the Ramapo mountains,
four miles from the village of ¥and.ck, and approximately fifty miles from
the city of New York. It embraces s^jproximately seven hundred and forty
acres of what was once an old colonial fazm. The field, woods, lake and the
neighboring hills are a picturesque and iii5)ressive setting for the thirty
red brick, tile roofed buildings which make up Warwick’s physical plant.
There are foxir recreational fields, a swimming beach and an extensive school
farm of approximately three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation nMch
supply a large part of the food consumed at the school.
The New York State Training School for Boys was founded in 1932, for the
study and treatment of delinquent boys between the ages of twelve and six¬
teen, from New York City and Orange Cotmty. It is one of two institutions
founded to replsice the New York House of Refuge, an institution established
many years ago for the care of delinquent boys of the city of New York and'
its vicinity.^
The whole plan of treatment at the school is individualization. One very
important phase of its individualized treatment plan is the home life depart¬
ment. It is here that the boy probably experiences for the first time many
aspects of family living away from home. A conscious effort is made to place
a boy in a cottage group in idiich he will be able to grow and to function
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best. B7 screening and preparing the bo7 for group living as near as possibly
according to his age, personalit7, and behavior problems, the chances of
emotional growth are probabl7 enhanced.
It is the purpose of the home life department to bring into pla7, as
closel7 as possible, the characteristics of a real, normal, average home.
If the material aspects of the home were to be considered onl7, it probabl7
would be safe to sa7 that it is far superior to the real homes of man7 boTS
committed to the school.
Man7 authorities on the subject maintain that regardless of hpw attractive
a cottage home is made in an institutional setting, it will never displace
that of the real home of the bo7. This is no doubt true. Ifowever, a cottage
home ma7 attempt to compensate for some of the destructive elements brought
about b7 separating the bo7 from the real home. Also, in a great nvanber of
cases, a cottage home ma7 contribute more to the emotional development of the
child than does his real home. The records of the school reveal that in most
cases, boTS committed have suffered emotional deprivations, intentional or
unintentional•
Ekaotional problems in a child ma7 be said to be a reaction to finistratiohs,
deprivations, feelings of inadequac7 and insecurit7* Yes, there probabl7 is
no substitute for adequate home life and the percentage of success of an7
substitute for an adequate home life is relativel7 small. Yet we know of
famil7 and comiiiunit7 situations which provide the child with frustrations,
exaggerated or inadequate parental love, antagonisms, jealousies and a vast
arra7 of other personality destroying factors. It is recognized that much
harm might be done to inpede the personality development of a child in an
institutional setting that is not modem in its practice of child care.
u
However, most thoughtful students of the situation have concluded that well-
run institutions still have a definite and useful place in child welfare
planning, and for some types of cases, they offer the best solution for the
child.^
Significance of the Study
A child grows and develops best in an environment where there is an
absence of fear and punishment and where there is the presence of love, en¬
couragement, security and recognition. These emotional needs are nonnally
supplied in the family unit and the child’s behavior seemingly is commensurate
to the satisfaction of these needs. Unfortunately, in some families, the
child is exposed to crippling emotional experiences ydiich are detrimental to
a healthy personality.
Boys committed to the New York Training School are those who have en¬
countered much difficulty in adjusting to their community. Basically and in
the majority of cases, the lack of adjustment has been foiuid to have its roots
embedded in an unwholesome family environment further complicated by the comr-
munity from which they came. They are sent to the school for training by
the juvenile courts of New York City. The purpose of the training is to
better prepare the child, physically and emotionally for the family and the
community to which he will return. There is some question as to the extent
that this purpose can be met at training schools. However, it is generally
agreed upon that it takes the combined forces of the training school’s
resources. One of the positive assets are the benefits that can be derived
from group living. The basic element of the group that the training school
H. W. HopfcLrk, Institutions Serving Children (New York, 19)|)|), p, 12.
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provides for the child ma7 be said to consist of the close group association
provided by the cottage unit \inder the guidance of a couple commonly kno-nn
as the cottage parents.^ In the cottages the child may experience those
things idiich are basic for normal growth and development-affection, accep¬
tance, approval and attention. A child needs the feeling of security, achieve¬
ment, recognition and statusj emotional experience which, in most instances,
the child has never witnessed in his own home. Basically we are dealing with
the most neglected, deprived youngsters society has ever known.^
The writer does not intend to inply that cottage life is family life.
To do so would be a misrepresentation of the function of cottage life. It
could hardly be, due to basic psychological, sociological, and economic
differences. Neither does the writer imply that there is no relationship.
The training school cottage may be thought of as a substitute home away
from home wherein the child may be provided a -vdiolesome atmosphere for
personality development.
Purpose of this Study
The purposes of this study were: to show the influence that cottage life
may have on personality development of boys at New York State Training School
for Boys; to desciibe the cottage plan and criteria for placement of boys in
cottages at the same institutionj and to show some direct influences that
cottage life may have on the boy according to his individual needs.
5
S. Schulze, "Ifow Does Group Living Prepare The Child for Life Outside."
(Paper prepared for the Ohio Valley Regional Conference of Child Welfare
League of America held in Cleveland, Ohio, March, 19l|2), p. 3»
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A. A. Cohen, "The Training School as a Positive Force in the Guidance
and Re-Direction of the Delinquent," Paper delivered to conference of New
York State Education Department, Albany , New York, October, 19U4., P» 5*
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Method of Procedure
The folloTsing methods of procedure -were used in gathering data for this
study: participating in activities of the New York State Training School for
Boys; observing agency activities; reading agency records and reports; con¬
ducting interviews with members of the staff; reading published and unpub¬
lished literature and conducting interviews with the boys who were used as
case illustrations*
Scope and Limitations of this Study
This study was limited to the New York State Training School for Boys.
Case illustrations were taken from histories of boys yiio were in the institu¬
tion during the years of 1951-1952.
Agency Pbnction
The primary concern of a training school is the diagnosis and treatment
7
of social malad;Justnents. ¥e believe that by a careful study of the causes
of his (the boy) behavior and an intelligent application of the resources of
g
the institution to his individual needs, a child may be led to acquire better
social attitudes and return to the community with a more adequate physical,
9
mental and moral equipment with vdiich to face life as he finds it* It is
inevitable in a child's development that almost every phase of his envii*on-
ment contributes to his education.^^
7
H. D. MUiams, "Children in Training School,* Paper delivered at New
York State Education Conference, Albany, New York, October, 19UU, P» 2.
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H* W. HopkLrk, o£* cit*, p. 13*
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The Department of Services at New York State Training School for Boys
may be divided for convenience into: education, cottage life, and the clinic*
The clinic consist of medical, psychological, psychiatric and social service*
Other important services in the life of the boy at the training school are:
religious, vocational and recreational activities.
Upon arrival, the boy spends about two weeks in "reception." It is here
that he is seen by the clinic team. The clinic team consist of the psychia¬
trist, the psychologist, and the supervising case worker. Each of them sub¬
mit a statement which serves as a tentative diagnosis. Also, some of the
specific difficulties which the boy encountered and brought with him from
the community are highlighted. The chaplain, vocational, educational and
recreational supervisors coordinate their services in offering advice for
the boy's initial program. The case work supervisor interprets the school
and its program to the boy. An attempt is made to alleviate his fears and
make him feel more comfortable in the new and strange setting.
The regular case worker (known as a sponsor) who carries a case load,
also selves an important function in the psychiatric work of the clinic.
From the time the boy reaches "Home life" for aictive participation in the
overall program, and throughout his stay at the training school, reports
are channeled to the case worker. There are periodic formal reports from
cottage parents, work supervisors, vocational, educational, recreational
and religious personnel who come in contact with the child. In addition,
the case workers have office interviews with the boy as well as informal
contacts in the cottages and elseidiere. In turn the case worker is expected
to know the child and understand and evaluate his adjustment. The worker
must assess the adolescent's personality. He must be aware of personality
8
movement, and attempt to give the positive and negative aspects of it*
The institutional case -worker serves the child directly on -virtually a
daily basis. Likewise, a case work staff located in New York City works
-with the child's family, sees the boy in the school at regular in-tervals and
coordinates the total effort with a -view of eventual release and adjus-tment
in the community. It is the New York office case -worker who does a detailed
study to provide the social history and makes all efforts -to aid the home -bo
prepare for the child’s return.
The social study is a fundamental tool of social case work. It is a
continuous process and begins upon the first contact with the youngster. It
pro-vides a clear picture of the individual and enables the case workers to
more accurately diagnose and evaluate the sub;Ject. It discloses the area
of causation, understanding and treatment and helps not only to see the
problem which the boy brought, but helps to ascertain the type of personality
as well.
The modem institution apart, from its nam^ cannot be fully identified by
any one service, even viewing only its primary func-tions and responsibilities.^
It takes the combined forces of the institutional resotirces, as well as those
of the -wider community to effectively treat the child in the endeavor -bo effect
personality gro-wth.
The cottage plan is one and an important phase of the indi-vidualized trea-b-
ment program. It is here that the institutional life of the boy is focused.




Evolution of Cottage Plan in Institutions
During the early developmental stage of the English government, the
Court of Chancery assmed part of the responsibility of the parent in safe¬
guarding and protecting the interest of the gromng child and the future
citizen. However, if the child were over seven years of age and a delinquent
or criminal, this protection -was denied.
Under the Common Law of England, only children under seven years of age
were deemed incapable of entertaining the requisite criminal intent, and
12
over fourteen years of age, the child stood trial as an adult offender.
As a result of this method of handling offenders of the law, it was not un¬
common to find children of all ages in local jails or Houses of Correction
mixed with adult delinquents and adult criminals.
The American colonies, and later the states, adopted these rules of law
which offered little protection of the law to the child over seven years of
age. Let him (the Child} commit a cidminal offense and the law quickly
seized him and dealt with him as with any other offender.
The first establishment of which we have any record that was specifically
created for the corrective treatment of delinquent youth was opened by Pope
Hi
Clement XI, in Rome in 1703, viiich was called the Hospice of San Michele.
The Pope established the institution because of his disturbance over wayward
/
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youth’s behaviorj Youth committed to the institution were to be disciplined
as well as to learn a trade. Spinning and knitting were the only trades to
be learned and it was done in a large central hall. Religious tracts were
read to them idiile they were chained by one foot. Any violation of the rules
and regulations of the school, the inmates were punished by flogging.
During this same period, John Howard, a distinguished British prison re¬
former, was very much impressed with the treatment program at San Michele and
built his penitentiary concepts around those of Pope Clement XI. He, also,
felt that vagrant youth could be reformed by solitude and religious instruc¬
tion. Here the child was confined to poorly lighted cells and was removed
twice a week, to be flogged. Institutions such as these were patterned after
and established all over the world. In this type of system of treatment of
the child, there was no consideration given whatsoever for his welfare. The
primary purpose was to punish the youngster for his wrongdoings and to protect
society against him.
The first organized effort to work with juvenile delinquents, other than
incarcerating the youngster, was done by the Philanthropic Society of London,
which was founded in 1788. Members of this society started out in their en¬
deavor with one child. Later, they acqiired three small cottages in which
they housed youngsters idio were idly roaming the streets of London.
Each cottage housed twelve youngsters with a superintendent as head of
the group. Among the three cottages were a tailor, gardener, and a shoe
maker, with their wives. Agriculture wais used as a principle means of re¬
habilitating the youngster. The society sought in this way to realize to
the youthful objects of its charity the happiness and benefits of a home.^^
53 — ^
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In America, a group of citizens -mho were interested in the welfare of
children organized themselves and took definite steps to alleviate the con¬
ditions that existed in the treatment of Juvenile delinquents. Among those
citizens was Doctor John H. Griscom, a member of the Society of Friends, in
New York City, idio in 181? led a group of people in organizing the Society
for the Prevention of Pauperism. This Society organized a plan for dealing
with the problem of poverty. The report published by this group in 1819 is
generally considered to have marked the origin of the movement in the United
16
States for the institutional care of delinquent children.
Among the earliest of these Juvenile reformatories in America were the
New York House of Refuge, founded in 182Uj the Boston House of Reformatories,
founded in l826j and the Philadelphia a^use of Refuge, also founded in 1826*
Dr. Hasting H. Hart, one of the leading prison reformers of the time, des¬
cribed the character of these early reform schools as follows:
Many of the Juvenile reformatories were at first in reality
Juvenile prisons with prison bars, prison cells, prison guards,
prison labor, prison punishment and prison discipline generally.
It was recognized as a legitimate part of the purpose of the
institution to inflict upon the child pmxLshment for his wrong¬
doings, adjusted according to the supposed ill desert of the
culprit, and their idea was considered to be most inconsistent
with the effort at reformation.17
During this period, in Germany, tremendous progress was being made to¬
ward a more humane system of care and treatment of Juvenile delinquents,
abandoned and neglected children in institutions. The most famous of these
institutions was the Rauhe Haus, near Hamburg, which weis founded in 1833 by
Doctor J. H. Wichem. It has been said that the Rauhe Haus got its name
15 —
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A. S. Queen, Social Work in the Light of History (New York and London,
1922), p. 152.
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from the roughness of the house and fann on ■which the school was located*
Doctor Vifichen started his school with twelve of the worst boys he could find
in Hambvirg. He saiid of his expeidjnent:
The children's institution was not to be a work house, nor an
orphanage, nor a place of punishment, nor a House of Correctionj
but an institution that allied itself to the family, to the gospel,
to the forgiveness of sin, to the first and last ~ that is, ■to the
essen-tial nature and work of Christianity.18
At the head of this household was a couple known as the "Housemother”
and "Housefather." Here we see probably for the first time, institutions
thought of and put into practice elements of the family unit. Ifowever, -the
Philanthropic Society of‘ London did think in "these terms, but they did not
have a house father and house mother as head of the household. The Rauhe
Haus and its philosophy set a pattern that was later copied by many insti¬
tutions.
Judge R'ederic Demetz of Prance "was commissioned by the Prench government
in 1837 to "Visit America to study their system of correctional institu-fcions.
He also made various studies in Europe along these same lines. As a result
of his study, in l8U0, a school for wayward youth was established at Met"tray,
France. The philosophy of the school, to a large extent, "was pat"terned after
the Rauhe Haus in Germany. The school was based on the family unit and the
boys of the cottage "were grouped according to their disposition and character.
Each cottage was tinder the guidance of a cottage master. This school also
served as a pattern for later schools.
In the United States, a school for juvenile delinquents was opened at
Lancaster, Ohio, in 18^6. This institution was a different type from the
ones described earlier by Doctor Hart. It was "on the cottage plan." Many
. I. I ■ ■ ... — —— —
N. R. Teeter and J. 0. Reineman, 0£. cit., p. 58.
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states later copied this plan. The object of this plan was to inject more
of the features of family life, to encourage self-control in the boys, and
19
to separate them into grades. In later schools for delinquent boys and
girls complete elanentary and secondary school systems, industrial training,
organized recreation and sometimes a measure of self government have come to
20
occupy a large place in the reformation of wayward youth.
Since the fouMing of the first institution for Juvenile delinquents,
great progress has been made in the direction of understanding and dealing
with the problem of delinquency. There seemed to have been a change in
attitudes toward the problem and a more humane and realistic approach. The
cottage plan gave impetus to this movement. Covintries pioneering in this
movement were: Ifolland, 1788 - Germany, 1833 ” Prance, 18U0, and the Umted
States in 18^6.
Cottage Plan at Warwick
Even though the school was founded in 1932, the first cottage was not
21
occupied until the spring of 1933•
At the time of this study there were sixteen "L" shaped bixildings which
were constructed of red brick that presented the attractiveness of modern
family homes. The vast array of shrubbery and trees deliberately planted
around the buildings further adds *to its beauty. The cottages were classi¬
fied into four groups as a further step toward individualized treatment with
one additional cottage being used for a Catholic chapel.
^




Erwin Schepses, o£. cit., p. 1.
Each cottage ■was built to house thirty-turo boys. Bo-mever, due to cons'tant
shifting of boys as the need arises, seldom, if ever, are all of the cott^es
filled to capacity at once. An airy dormitory with individual metal, spring
beds, arranged in domitory style provide their sleeping comfort. Each boy
is supplied with a metal cabinet for his personal use. Ck)lorful curtains
hanging from each window and the glazed tile flooring further make for a
homely appearance.
There are also twelve individual rooms -vdiich the cottage parents use for
boys whose problems require some isolation, such as extreme aggressiveness
and homosexual practices, or as part of a reward system for those mho have
made excellent cottage adjustments.
There are two bath rooms located conveniently near each sleeping quarter.
There are accommodations for six boys.
One of the most focused points in the cottage from the point of -view of
acti-vity is the large living room. Cottage life for "the boys may be said
to center around this room, -tiiich, yfhen the boys are in the cottage, is in
constant use.
This room is used as a dining room and is equipped with chairs and tables
for four. It is also used as a recreation room. Even -though, usually quiet
games are the rule, in most cottages one -will find a "ping pong" table which
is in constant demand. More formal activLtiejS, such as season and cottage
parties are also enjoyed in this room. Maybe, most enjoyed of all the leisure
time activities, is an opportunity to sit, relax and just engage in "bull ‘
sessions." The room is equipped -with leather upholstered furniture for the
boys' comfort and relaxation.
Adjacent to the living room is a semi-modern kitchen -where, after -the
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basic foods have been prepared in a central kitchen, is readied for the cot¬
tage tables.
Near the living room is a room which could very well be called a parlor.
It is equipped Tvith leather upholstered, cushioned chairs and a desk which
is used by cottage parents for administrative work. This room is also used
by the boys for their enjoyment during their leisure time.
Upstairs, and at the front end of the building is a convenient, ready
furnished apartment for two. This is the residence of the cottage parents.
It consist of a living room, bedroom, kitchen, and bath, together with ample
storage space for luggage and personal effects. Some cottage parents have
homes elseiriiere. However, those who use the cottage home as a permanent
residence, further furnish it to their liking.
Classification of Cottages - It is in^jortant that the youngster be diagnosed
and classified on the basis of his individual needs, but it is more important
that he be placed in a group situation where his needs can best be met.
As a step toward more effective treatment of the boys's problems, the
following classification of cottages was used as a guide:
A-1 For the youngest, weak, immature boy. These boys should be evaluated
often as they probably ought to move out of A-1 more quickly than in other
cottages .... Progression to A-3 mostly.
A-2 For the yoiinger, more aggressively disturbed boy .... progression
to A-4i.
A-3 Same as A-1, but older.
A-1; Same as A-2, but older.
B-1 For the boy who is not too weak nor too aggressive or gangminded.
For the more or less stable, youngster.
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B-2 Catholic chapel, for boys of this faith.
B-3 Same as A-3, or older - mature, weak, cannot stand up to pressure,
needs protection. Boys in this group are changed as soon as they no longer
need real protection.
B-lj. Same as A-Axj however, they can be the more insecure boy, the boy
with many anxieties.
C-1 For the boy with assets and some confidence, for the boy 71410 needs
a great deal of individual help, for the more intelligent youngster.
C-2 For the youngster between the A-2 and A-I4. level, for the boy who
requires warm, relaxed, father person, for the boy with cultural limitations
and the boy niio is not hyper-active.
C-3 For the medium sized, fourteen-fifteen year old boys with persona¬
lities as in B-1. This group should not have the gang type youngster. It
should be considered a B-plus group.
C-ij. Similar to C-3, but a little olderj also for the boy who is not the
very aggressive, gang type. This cottage should be considered for the boy,
who is extremely deprived.
D-1 For the older, duller, stable boy who is not primarily a personality
problem. Some aggressive traits can be absorbed.
D-2 For a mixture of all classifications preferably for few personality
problems and youngsters who are not too aggressive. The boys in this group
have a degree of social and academic standards.
D-3 For the mature youngster who neither requires nor desires relation¬
ships - predominately pseudo-social in character. Caution: Boys with sex
problems should not be assigned to this group.
D-1^ New situation. This cottage is used for a mixed group with problems
18
dojainant in the home and the community areas. The group or gang type
22
youngster, is not assigned to this cottage.
It is recognized that some boys present problems and personalities that
•vri.ll not completely match any of these categories. Some -will have charac¬
teristics that are common to tvro or more; and some vri-ll fall between. Ho-n^
ever, by keeping the group as homogenous as possible, observing the progress
of the boy and making transfers -viien the needs arises, friction is kept to
a minimum and the chances of adjustment enhanced.
Classification of Boys - As a further step toTvard indi'vidualized treatment
and for a better understanding of the youngster, upon admittance, each boy
is classified into one of five groups of personality structures. This
classification is of tremendous inportance for cottage placement. However
it must be recognized that a youngster’s best cottage placement is frequently
a debatable matter and sharp limits are impossible "to draw. The classifica¬
tion is as follows:
Situational Type: Boys falling into this category can be helped, by environ¬
mental manipulations. One’s personality as a rule is not adversely affected.
The change from their home or community environment to the training school
is considered a sufficient trea'tment factor in itself.
Personality Category: This category is largest in number and consist of
those boys -who are suffering from emotional disturbances. Eknphasis in this
category is on case work trea-fcment and in the more serious cases on intensive
psychotherapy. Even though group relationships and placing the boy in a
particular program are factors contributing to the boy regaining his mental
22 ; ^ ■“ '
A. Cohen, Superintendent of the New York State Training School For Boys.
(A memorandum sent to Clinic, Home Life and Assistant Superintendent, October
19, 1951.)
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health, the focus in this categoiy is on the individual treatment of a sick
personality.
Pseudo-social: This group consists of boys who are emotionally healthy, but
have acquired faulty social standards* As a rule, the pseudo-social boy is
a member of a gang to which he is loyal, disregarding the laws of society.
This type of boy is treated by capitalizing upon his capabilities for
loyalty. He is helped to identify with a healthy masculine individual and
the leadership abilities which are frequently present in this group is used
in group relations.
A-Social: This category consist of a vareity of the personality types. The
A-Social boy lacks the ability to form meaningful relationships. Ife is com¬
pletely egocentric and has no feelings of guilt. Treatment of this group is
particularly difficult. If the boy is intelligent enough, it is possible to
help him on an intellectual level. Deep psychotherapy is the only other
possibility.
Medical: In this category are boys -vdio are suffering from some physical
disturbance or deformity with the result that they are trying to compensate
for their inadequacies by engaging in delinquent activities. Medical treat-
23
ment is of primary iii?)ortance for this category.
Most boys committed to the school have basic emotional problems. Hoip-
ever, the personality group, that is, boys with most severe damaged persona¬
lities claims from sikty-five to seventy-five per cent of the institution's
admissions.^
Selection of Cottage Parents - The nature of institutional work with juve-
_
Letter from A. Alfred Cohen, Superintendent, New York State Training
School for Boys, April 23, 1952.
^Conference with Dr. Irwin Knapp (Clinic Psychiatrist, at New York State
Training School for Boys, February, 1952).
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nlle delinquents probably makes for a uniqueness that cannot be associated
with any other job. The emotional and physical strain that can be created
by a group of active and disturbed youngsters should not be under estimated.
The constant demands of matured, controlled and objective reactions require
well qualified personnel. This is particularly applicable to cottage parents
vjho are most significant persons because of their roles as substitute
parents. They must have siifficient character, personality and emotional •
stability, if their relationships with the child are to be meaningful.
Although the New York State Training School had no formulated standards
for the selection of cottage parents, it did require that certain basic,
minimum standards of conduct and character be met. These included; emo¬
tional stability (most important}, physical health, high moral standards,
X
maturity, imagination, interest in the job, some previous experience, some
25
athletic abilities and interest.
To assist applicants in the further development of desired attitudes, a
well rounded orientation period was provided. This lasted for about two
weeks, and consisted of interviews with the superintendent, assistant superi¬
ntendent, -psychiatrist, psychologist, physical examination, observation and
participation in various cottage activities under the supervision of the
director of home life and the peimanent cottage parents. By the end of this
period, the potential cottage parents are aware of their assets and limita¬
tions and their readiness to follow through on the job.
Due to limitations and disadvantages commonly associated with institu¬
tional work, most institutions have encountered difficulties soliciting well
2^
Interview with Mr. Erydn Schepses, Director of Social Service (New
York State Training School’"for Boys, February 7, 1952).
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qualified personnel. However, those accepted for employment at the New York
State Training School For Boys have an excellent opportunity to better prepare
themselves for the job through an extensive in-service training program.
Program Conmiittee - After the initial diagnostic study is made of the yoiing-
ster by the clinic team and a general treatment plan has been outlined, the
case is considered by the program committee. This comndttee consist of the
Assistant Superintendent (Chainnan), Case Work Supervisor (Consultant),
Director of Home Life, Director of Education, Vocational Supervisor,. Director
of Recreation, Chaplain and the Supervisor of Grounds.
On the basis of the findings of the clinic team, this committee plans
a specific program for each boy based upon his individual needs, and utili¬
zation of the resources of each department represented. In an effort to
allow the boy an opportunity to take part in planning his program, each
member of the committee, sis far as possible, meets with him ndxile in recep¬
tion and discuss his partic\ilar phase of interest. The clinic team and the
case work supei^sor are kept alerted to the program committee's recommenda¬
tions by being given a copy of the plans.
The committee usually has functioned by the eleventh day of the boy's
stay in reception. At the end of a two week period, the boy is assigned to
a specific cottage group where he begins to function in the overall life of
the training school.
During the boy's stay in the training program, if changes in his assigi^
ments are necessary, recommendations are made to the program committee which
reconsiders and makes appropriate changes.
CHAPTER III
COTTAGE PLAN AS A THERAPEUTIC TOOL
The Services
Records of the New York State Training School for Boys indicate that
the attention given to physical and emotional needs by most of the family
units of the boys committed is far below standard for normal and healthy
growth. These emotional deprivations in the family unit from which the boy
came leads him to resort to compensatory behavior patterns for the satis¬
faction of these needs. Usually, these compensatory behavior patterns are
socially unacceptable. Frequently delinquent behavior is the result which
brings the boy into conflict mth the law.
In training institutions, just as in the family unit, these needs should
be satisfied. Through the ^cottage plan,” institutions have probably become
more prepared to meet the emotional needs of the child. Explicit in these
cottage groupings, by the selectivity of its membership yiiich is provided
by classification of cottages and types of boys, are certain basic elements
which tend to make for emotional growth of the child. The opportunity for
identification, socialization, relinquishment of independence for dependence,
self determinism and limitations and control are some of the inherent values
of such groupings found in the cottage plan. Whether the child will derive
all of these benefits from his experience by being a member of the group
will depend upon- what human surroundings we create for him, how we organize
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his group living and content of program.
S. Schulze, ”How Does Group Living in the Institution Prepare the
Child for Life Outside.” (A paper prepared for the Ohio Valley Regional
Conference of the Child Welfare League of America, Cleveland, Ohio, March,
19h2), p. 5.
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Identification - The relationship that the child establishes mth his cot¬
tage parents may go a long way in counter acting the causative factors of
his delinquency and reshaping a distorted personality. Just as the child
depended upon those adult persons who were closest to him, his parents, for
these emotional satisfactions, so will he depend upon other adult persons
foTind in a different environment. Of course, the extent to which these needs
may be met depend,to a large degree, upon the relationship established be¬
tween the adult in the institution and the boy.
Through the cottage plan, a child may form a close attachment to his
cottage parents. He needs the satisfaction and security that comes from
knoTiing that he is somebody and that somebody cares; that he will be loved
and accepted not for what one vrould like for him to be or what he should be,
but for what he is, a human being with feelings. Many youngsters admitted
to the school never had this type of parental relationship in their onvn
family unit, either from one or both parents. In many instances where love
and acceptance did exist, it was inconsistent. The child did not know where
he stood in this relationship. He was confused and uncertain. Genuine
parental affection is as much a fundamental pre-reqiiisite of ydiolesome
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development as is the need for food and shelter. A child who has been
given proper kinds and amoTuit of food has a good chance to attain and to
maintain good physical health. On the other hand, a child who has not, has
a poor chance of good bodily development. Likewise, personality development
is governed basically by the amoimt, genuineness, and kinds of affection
28
which a child receives.
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L. Kanner, Child Psychiatry (Springfield, Illinois, 191+8), p. 83.
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It must be admitted that sometimes this kind of relationship is never
established in the cottage. Because of the type of parental relationship
the child mtnessed in his family unit, he may come to the cottage mth a
great deal of resentment and hostility toward adult persons and particularly
those in the role of substitute parents, that is, his cottage parents. The
attitude Tvhich the boy brought vdth him might prevail throughout his stsy.
On the other hand, some of the cottage parents have personalities that will
not allow for a warm relationship. However, most cottage peirents do take
a sincere interest in the youngster and in many instances work over time in
order to better be able to effect this type of relationship, li/hen this
exists, the resentment and hostility that the youngster brought with him in
the cottage might decrease, permitting to develop between the cottage parents
and the boy an emotional bond that is very strong. A boy who has been reared
by rejecting disinterested parents may realize, for the first tim^ all adult
persons are not punitive, domineering, unduly demanding and unsympathetic.
Socialization - In the cottage environment, the youngster has an opportunity
for socialization. He must gain confidence in people. This confidence
normally is first developed in the parental relationship and when the child
begins to feel himself an important part of the family unit. Children grow
into an appreciation of the rights of his own in relation to his parents,
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then in relation to his siblings. By mutual support, interest, aid and
respect, the child is able to relinquish some of his own selfish desires to
riQ
that of others.-^ It appears that most of the boys committed to the school
have not had this experience. However, this might, to a degree, be
R. L. Jenkins, "The Cottage Parent-Child Relationship in the Homelife
of an Institution," New York, (N.D.), p. 1.
3°Ibid.
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accomplished in his cottage. He might get the feeling of the rights of
others through the relationship he establishes with his cottage parents,
and the “buddy-buddy" relationship he establishes Kvlth the boys of his
cottage group. He has to live with people and therefore has to learn how
to relate and to get along with them. In the "getting along" process, he
may become aware of some of the strength and weaknesses of the other boys
as well as his own. The youngster may derive a great deal of emotional
satisfaction and enjoyment in knowing that Johnny does the best job of
cleaning the cottage, but he just isn’t a "regular" fellowj even though Bill
is not one of the boys, his cottage parents like himj Samuel is easy going
and timid, but he never refuses to give help when someone needs it. He be¬
gins to know the other boys and to accept them for what he has found them to
be, to weigh his strength and weaknesses against their's thus widening his
own interest and increasing his abilities and skills.
Cottage life may provide an excellent opportunity for fostering a good
relationship between members of many races. Every phase of the treatment
program at the New York State Training School for Boys is interracial. In
many instances, boys enter the school and cottage life with preconceived
judgements or opinions of members of the opposite race. Some enter with
deep feelings of bitterness and resentment, which are without justification
and based on insufficient or distorted knowledge of his cottage mate. As a
result, the boy is brought to face with many conflicts. Conflicts short of
outright violence are expressed in social prejudice.Much of our avoidance
and aggression, whether overt or verbal, has its roots in biased attitudes,
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sentiments and sterotypes, in myths and legends about others. Through
the close interaction of the cottage groupings, the youngster may loose his
prejudice against other groups. He may come to realize that basically his
problems are not unique; that he feels and complains about things that are
basically the same; that he encounters the same type of difficulties; that
he behaves the same way; that he may be liked or disliked by members of the
group; and that he may like or dislike the same things; that his cottage
parents show no favoritism because he is a member of a particular racial
group. Through this knowledge, the youngster may come to feel a part of
and to identify himself with the group, disregarding, as near as possible
his racial identity. He may be led toward attitudes of cooperation, fair
play and friendliness, finding a reduction of his anxieties and a consider¬
able amount of security in knowing that he is a real part of tlie group.
Dependence for Independence - As a step toward emotional maturity, the child
must relinquieh dependence for independence. He must break away from the
outside world and stand alone. Cottage life might provide this opportunity.
In every day "give and take" in group living, the child will face new situa¬
tions and will have to deal with them without the direct protection of his
family. He will meet children of all types, friendly, hostile, aggressive,
resentful, accepting, non-accepting, and cruel. He will be faced with
situations in which he will have to assert himself and defend his beliefs;
he will be challenged and threatened; he will meet adult persons who may not
be like those of his parents. This is an important step in the life of the




seeks and wants this independence, but likes to have the feeling of knowing
he can rely on someone for support in case he is faced with a situation he
cannot handle. If the child is, in reality, basically loved and secure, if
he is allowed to develop without undue interference, with relatively well-
balanced parents as models,the chances are that he will be able to face
this experience and to adjust to it without too much frustration. Unfortu¬
nately, in most cases, youngsters committed to the school have not had such
wholesome experiences in their family environment.
In the cottage situations the boy may test his weakness and strength.
He may discover areas in which he can stand on his own. He may also, in this
give and take relationship, learn to accept help when he needs it and to re¬
fuse it vdaen he does not need it. He becomes more prepared to get along on
his own and to do for himself.
Self-Determinism - Through the cottage plan, the youngster may have an
excellent opportunity for self-determinism and self-expression. He may
achieve a great deal of emotional satisfaction in his accomplishments, both
in work and play. This, however, will depend to a large degree on the
personality, experience and understanding of the cottage parents^ on the
other hand, the makeup of the group and the personality makeup of the
youngster concerned will also influence idiat the youngster will derive from
these freedoms. In most instances the child is given an opportunity to make
decisions and to plan with the cottage parents and the group in working out
his daily living problems. For the most part, each boy is given responsi¬
bility according to his capacity. In many instances, discretion is not used
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■wisely in issuing out responsibility. However, this is soon discovered.
By being alio-wed these freedoms, the child may learn to identify himself
with the cottage unit, take pride in it and gain a feeling of belonging.
This enables him to gain self-confidence and a feeling of self -worth. An
appreciable number of youngsters committed to the school, who have had over
protective or domineering parents:, have never had the experience of being
wanted of belonging.
Limitation and Control - The cottage group can also serve as a controlling
factor. The boy vdio enters the cottage for the first time may soon find
that group controls are in operation. A boy with hostile, aggressive and
unsocialized patterns of behavior might need this type of control, particu¬
larly if his beha-vior is not a result of inner conflict but a lack of it
•with a deficient super-ego. Authorities on the subject refer to this type
of personality as unsocialized aggressive and attribute the cause of such
behavior to parental rejection. Furthermore, such a boy has never formed
an effective emotional tie to any adult person through w^hich he could develop
socially acceptable standards or from whom he could develop a super-ego.
Trea-tment requires the use of authority, firmness, planned limitation and, at
time^ punishment.^^ Vi/hat is necessary for success is first of all warm
accepting attitude on the part of the parent substitute. This is highly
important because the boy has been rejected and might fear being rejected.by
the parent substitute also. After the parent substitutes have convinced the
boy that they have a fundamental interest in his welfare, the boy is more
3lJ
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Structure Encountered in Child Guidance Clinics." Michigan Child Guidance




apt to be positively influenced by the group.
In the cottage group, the boy must conform to its standards. He must
be enabled to realize that there are others in the group besides himself
and feel differently than he does. He may try to reform the group to his
standards, but by doing so may find himself in conflict -with the group, ivith
individuals mthin the group or with the cottage parents. He may direct
his hostility against the group, only to find that the group does not con¬
done his behavior. He may make demands on the group, and discover that the
group will not give in to his demands. His desire to engage in one type of
activity may have to be forfeited for the group’s interest in another. The
cottage group thus becomes a miniature society in iidiich a boy learning to
live, work and play without too much conflict.
To effect personality developnent in the cottage environment is no mean:
feat, it requires that the child be evaluated and placed in a cottage group
on the basis of his readiness to use a particular group emotionally. If
not, much can be done to impede personality development. For an example,
if a child's insecurity stems from an unwholesome family environment, it
would be harmful to him to be placed in a cottage at the onset that would
subject him to stiff competition from every direction. By this placement,
the child would tend to loose the meager security he came with.
The relationship of the boy to other members of his cottage group should
also be considered. A child who has been starved for love and is desperately
seeking it, may become jealous and find it difficult to share his cottage
parents. Any interference with this relationship by other members of the
group will be resented. He might become hostile and frustrated. He wants
the attention and affection of the cottage parents all for himself. Ihile
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he -wins the attention and affection of the cottage parents, he makes enemies
of the other members of the group. The operation of frustrated demands for
36
love in the early situation of rivalry betvreen children is well known.
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Early frustration can result in psychotic as well as neurotic reactions.
The Cottage Team
Boys committed to the training school are possessed with personalities
that are complex and many. It probably doesn’t take long for one who works
with children in institutions to become aware of the characteristic symptoms
usually associated with so called delinquent youths. Symptoms such as re¬
sentfulness, aggressiveness, boastfulness, hostility, obscenity, roughness,
shyness, overfriendliness, effeminate behavior, bashfulness, and a host of
other symptoms that might be associated with maladjustment and emotional
disturbance.
Perhaps no other person in the institution is more aware of these symp¬
toms than the cottage parents, i^o are with the youngster for the greater
part of his stay at the school and therefore cannot avoid it. Likewise, the
treatment to a large extent is dependent upon the knowledge and skills of
the cottage parents. Usually, cottage parents are people without professional
training in working with children. Most of them, through their experience
have developed their own unique way of handling behavior problems} problems
that have to be handled "on the spot" as they present themselves and thus,
these substitute parents become primarily concerned with a solution at the
moment. As a result, as one can readily envision, symptoms are treated.
35 ;
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Treatment is done more or less on an intuitive level. In many instances,
the results are favorable. Hovrever, intuitive treatment is not enough.
The cottage parents need insight that will enable them to understand -what
is going on -within the child that is manifested in his beha-vior patterns.
In spite of the good intentions of the cottage parents, -without some
understanding and treatment of the causative factors of the boys beha-vior,
little might be expected toward effecting personality gro-wth. It is for
this reason that the cottage parents must have someone to rely on for this
understanding. The case -worker, equipped -with the knowledge of a boy’s
needs and every phase of his acti-vLties, serves in this capacity.
Sometimes the cottage parents resent the assistance of the case -worker
because they feel that since they are wi-th the youngs-ber more than anyone
else, thqjrdo know more about him. Ho-wever, if the case Tirorker helps the
cottage parents to accept their common interest in the child’s problem, and
reveals respect for their point of vie-ws and a -willingness to learn from
their experiences, rather than forces his knowledge upon them, he -will be
accepted.
At any rate, this team relationship seems to be indispensible, if the
youngster is to derive the full benefits of the cottage plan, and to grow
according -to his indi-vidual needs as indicated in the following case
illustrations.
Case 1
Arthur was committed to the training school after he made several
court appearances for theft.
The family resides in a delinquent neighborhood in an apartment
that is not adequate for their needs. The father never earned
enough to adequately support the family. He moved the family to New
York City fix»m a southern city -when Arthur was about ten years of
age. Arthur is the second of nine children. As the family increased.
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the mother could not give Arthur the attention he needed and desired,
ilrthur reacted to this situation by forming a closer attachment to
the father -who was the dominant member of the family and upon whom
the family leaned for support. After the death of the father,
Arthur some-what assumed a father's role in the family and engaged
in petty thievery in the neighborhood. The death of the father
seemed to have taken a greater effect on Arthur, nvho reacted to the
situation by withdrawing, staying by himself and having very little
to do with the other siblings other than from a supeirvisoiy capa¬
city. The mother leaned quite heavily on Arthur for support in
rearing her large family.
Interpretation Here we see a boy vjho has been unintentionally de¬
prived of parental attention. The mother burdened with the responsibility
of rearing a large family, could not give him the attention sought for and
needed. He has never had the feeling of belonging and being a real part
of the mother's love. The father died and this traumatic experience caused
him to loose all the strength he had in the family. This experience seemed
more traumatic for Arthur than the other family members as indicated by his
subsequent reaction of withdrawal. The fact that he had to assume an
adult's responsibility which he was not ready for, further contributed to
his emotional state.
Arthur needs a replacement for a most significant parent he lost, his
father. He needs the feeling of being wanted and loved. He needs the sym¬
pathetic understanding of persons in vdiom he can confide and attach himself.
He needs the feeling of dependence and the assurance that he can rely on
someone for help in case he is faced with difficulties he cannot manage him¬
self. Lastly but not least, he needs to be a child who has the freedom to
act according to his emotional maturity.
Institutional Adjustment (Cottage) Arthur entered the training school quite
an emotional disturbed youngster. He was enuretic, withdrawn, hostile,
resented authority and supervision. He resented adult persons and
found it hard to relate to his cottage parents. He refused to assume
his share of responsibility in the cottage, and used every means at his
disposal to avoid doing so. Ihenever there was a mention of his
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responsibility by his cottage parents, he would retaliate with hosti¬
lity. ^'ifbatever might have been the occasion for his behavior or lack
of adjustment, he rationalized that he didn’t conform because he had
not heard or understood their requests. Ihenever he wet the bed,
he atteirpted to conceal it by changing his linen during the middle
of the night. He denied having done so and udien approached by his
cottage parents on the subject, he reacted with hostility and
aggression. The cottage parents, through an interpretation of his
behavior by the case worker, were better ’able to handle his problem.
Interviews with the case worker revealed that Arthur felt that
his cottage parents were unduly demanding and were standing by to
punish him the minute he stepped out of line. He expressed that
he could not stand to be pushed around. He felt he could not live
up to the expectations of his cottage parents and requested a
transfer to another cottage. His request was not granted because
it was felt that his needs could best be met in his present assign¬
ment. As the relationship between Arthur and the case worker be¬
came closer, he was able to verbalize his real feelings about his
resistance to his cottage parents. He felt because he was of a
different racial group than his cottage parents they took undue
advantage of him and even related some of the ways he felt that he
had been discriminated against. The supposedly discriminatory
practices were in the area of seating arrangements in the dining
room and the freedom to play with whomever he chose. In the
cottage dining hall Arthur and a cottage mate were placed at a
table to themselves at meal time. TWiile playing in the cottage
with boys of different racial groups, Arthur complained of being
separated when this was detected by his cottage parents. Through
talks with the cottage parents and from observation by the case
worker, it was attained that even though these conditions did
exist, they were situational and circumstantial. This could have
very well happened to any boy in the cottage. After several more
interviews with the case worker, Arthur was someidiat able to
clarify his thinking on this particular issue. However, his basic
feelings still existed.
Arthur then began to test his cottage parents. He asked for
special privileges and in most instances received them. If not,
he reacted vdth a bit of hostility, but was accepting of it. The
relationship between Arthur and the cottage parents grew closer.
He not only willingly cooperated with them and members of the
group, but requested added responsibility. He made many more
friends in the group, and not only accepted them, but was, for
the most part accepted by them.
Previous to this time, Arthur’s conduct had been such that
would not warrant him a home visit. He was now able to earn
home visits and each time returned to the school on time and
without encouragement.
Gradually Arthur began to assert himself. This created con¬
flict with members of the group, but he was able to handle the
situation in a favorable manner. The group began to look upon
Arthur as a leader. The cottage parents detected this situation.
and T/ere able to direct his leadership qualities into constructive
channels.
Yvhen changes in Arthur's behavior were noted, the case worker
recommended the boy to be transferred to a cottage more in keeping
with his immediate needs. The result was placement in a cottage
with more mature and challenging boys.
In his new cottage environment, he was able to make a fairly
quick adjustment, both in relation to his cottage parents and
members of the group. His enuresis was also overcome.
Within eight months after Arthur's arrival at the training
school, his adjustment improved to such an extent that he was
recommended for return to the community. Arthur expressed to
the case worker that what he wanted to do most when he returned
to the community was to help his mother because she needed him.
Interpretation of Adjustment in Cottage Arthur had been hurt by two
adult persons viio were closest to him, his parents. His cottage parents
represented these parental figures to him. His defense took the form of
passive aggression in which he was hostile and refused to obey. This was
further intensified by the fact the he was use to independence and there¬
fore became frustrated when faced with commands. Another factor was his
cottage parents being of a different racial origin than himself. This
resentment was probably due to his conditioned reactions inherited in his
southern cultural background. All of these factors contributed to his lack
of adjustment in his initial cottage placement.
After he became assured that his cottage parents had a sincere interest
in his welfare, he gained the security necessary for him to reach out for
friendship of other group members. He had received and was now able to
giveu As he gained the inner strength necessary for self-assertion, he was
better able to manage his frustrations*
The relationship between the cottage parents and the boy can be greatly
facilitated if the case worker fulfills his role of liaison. The non-
judgemental and non-punitive role of the case worker left Arthur free to
voice his grievances against his cottage parents. His grievances and an
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interpretation of them were discussed with his cottage parents by the case
worker.
Through an understanding of his personality, the cottage parents were
able to accept his hostility not as a personal attack upon themselves, but
as a means of expressing resentment for all adult persons. By responding
with kindness when it was least expected, the cottage parents convinced
Arthur of their sincere interest in him.
The cottage parents interpretations of the boy’s behavior in their
cottage enabled the case worker to conduct more focused and timely inter¬
views.
The mutual interest of cottage parents and social worker assisted Arthur
in working through his difficulties and diminishing his anxiety and hosti¬
lity. This facilitated adjustment in his initial cottage and subsequent
transfer to a cottage commensurate irdth his growth and development.
A boy enteisthe cottage vath distinct family backgrounds and needs arising
out of the family situations. The method by vhich he will use the cottage
group to meet his needs differ and so does the role of the cottage parents
and case worker as indicated in the following case illustration^.
Case 2
The family resided in a delincpent area; in a three room
apartment which was supported by the Department of Public Wel¬
fare. Samuel was the second of two siblings. The father
deserted the family when Samuel was three years of age and the
mother has had the sole responsibility of rearing the family.
Ever since the desertion of the father, the mother has com¬
plained of a heart ailment. For this reason, she felt that
she should do very little work. Hben Samuel grew in age, he
was given much responsibility in house cleaning. The mother had
very few friends in the community and chose to remain at home
most of the time. The siblings vnere also kept close as she felt
that she could better protect them.
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7Jhen Samuel became of school age, the mother demanded that he
return to the home immediately upon termination of the class ses¬
sion. If Samuel disobeyed her orders, he was punished. This was
not required of the other sibling as it was felt since he was
older, he was better able to care for himself, ihen the mother
discovered that Samuel was traunting from school, she scolded and
physically punished him. The older boy did not truant from school
and the mother set him as an exanple. She also often reminded
Samuel that he would never amount to anything and would be just
like his father, ”no good.’’ li'Jhen he did attend school he had
no interest, failed and often engaged in fights. As a result of
Samuel's continued truancy, his mother discovered her punishment
was ineffective and just ignored his behavior. Samuel reacted to
the situation by crying, staying to himself, and having very
little to do with his brother. He assrimed more responsibility
in the home and seldom would leare without getting permission from
his mother. He conformed at home, but continued to truant from
school. As a result he was committed to the training school.
Interpretation Here we see a boy whose personality had developed in
an atmosphere of parental rejection and repression. The mother was a cold,
insecure, domineering, ineffectual type of person. The child had never had
a relationship with a father person. The rejection in his early develop¬
mental stage took the form of over protection. He had been denied attention,
affection, and acceptance vfaich were the fundamental sources of security
for the child. He was jealous of his sibling in his relationship to the
mother which further contributed to his insecurity. The mother used this
sibling rivalry to project her hostility of the father on Samuel. This
insecurity created anxiety. He sought to win the love of his mother by
being good and confCrming. By so doing, he protected himself from further
painful experiences. Samuel needed the security that comes from being loved,
wanted and accepted; he neecfed a feeling of achievement, recognition and
status, all of which are basic, for normal happy growth.
Institutional Adjustment (Cottage) Samuel was seen upon admittance
as a very immature, insecure boy who was completely lacking self-
esteem. He was withdrawn, fearful and related neither on the
individual nor the group level. During his stay in reception, he
was shy, withdrawn, fearful and was usually seen by himself. He
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was assigned to a cottage and for a period of about three weeks,
he exhibited traits that were the sane as those he had in reception.
An interpretation of Sajnuel's behavior by the case worker was help¬
ful to the cottage parents in better understanding Samuel. However,
in the beginning, he did not respond to attempts of the cottage
parents to establish a relationship with him and preferred to be
left alone.
During his stay in "reception” he established a fairly good
relationship with a boy of his own age. The friend was very active
and easy to relate. The cottage mother assigned them various
duties in the cottage to work as a team. It wasn't long before
Samuel became very much attached to his friend, and was able to
express that he was the "best buddy^' he had. His friend, whenr-
ever requesting favors or privileges of his cottage parents, wouJ-d
always include Samuel. Samuel, in turn, did likewise. It was
through this relationship that he became very much attached to
his cottage parents. He was able to voluntarily engage in
friendly conversations and to seek advice from them when needed.
HVhenever engaged in work or play with the group, Samuel's "Buddy'^
eO-ways invited him to participate. Samuel came to look forward
to these invitations.
It wasn't long before Samuel began to break away from the
close ties of his friend and began to assert himself. Consequently,
he encountered some difficulty in the cottage. His difficulty was
usually with his relief cottage parents or the night supervisor
from whom he received punishment for misconduct. His behavior was
usually influenced by or in concert iwith other boys of the cottage.
The cottage parents were somewhat disturbed over his unusual be¬
havior and called upon the case worker for an interpretation.
Samuel developed an interest in working with braids during his
stay in reception. The cottage father was able to follow through
on his interest and to work with Samuel in developing a project
to be placed on display for cottage openhouse. Samuel was proud
of his project and stood by as to insure himself that it would be
seen by spectators.
In the cottage, boys have an opportunity to run away, if they
feel a need to do so. One of Samuel's cottage mates did have this
need. Samuel and a group of the other boys chased after him. He
gave as his reason, the fact that he didn't want his cottage mate
to spoil the reputation of the cottage and "make it hard for the
other boys."
Samuel developed an interest in school #iere in the community
he encountered much difficulty. The cottage parents spent much
time with Samuel during their leisure in teaching him to read.
He received a great deal of satisfaction from these activities
and without encouragement brought books to the cottage from the
school's library. Through the assistance and encouragement he
received in his cottage and in school, he was able to advance
from a non-reader to the first grade level within a period of
four months.
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Interpretation of Adjustment in Cottage The cottage parents, through
tactful handling of Samuel and his friend, were able to establish a -working
relationship with him. Through this relationship and through the support
of his friend, he gained a sense of security which gave him the inner
strength to relinquish some of his introverted characteristics, and to reach
out and make friends with other members of the group. He had a need to re--
late to the group but had to relate to one person before this could be
accomplished. Also, he could have been retarded in his adjustment had he
been forced to use the group when he -was not ready for it. He no longer
needed the support of his friend and began to assert himself. His electing
to express himself at the training school rather than at home was probably
due to the fear injected in him by his mother. He gained a degree of self-
confidence which enabled him -to test himself. This brought him to face -with
some difficulty in the cottage. His behavior was probably a source of
gaining status and recogi^tion in the group. After this, and through his
achievements he was able to relinquish his compensatory patterns of be-
ha-vior. He gained a sense of belonging and pride in his group and, there¬
fore, sought to protect it. Through the warm and accepting relationship
that he established with his cottage parents, he gained a sense of security
that enabled him to further overcome his insecurities that were attached
to his failures and lack of interest in school.
As has been pointed out, an interpretation of the boy's behavior and
treatment recommendations by the case worker to cottage parents are very
important, if all efforts are to be coordinated toward providing the under¬
standing and atmosphere required for his needs.
Through the initial interpretation of Saimiel's personality, the cottage
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parents knew vihat to expect of him and were better prepared to meet his
needs. The ego support given to cottage parents by social worker enabled
them to accept the child until a change occurred in his behavior.
The relationship between his cottage parents and Samuel grew as the
cottage parents were able to understand and to accept his pattern of be¬
havior* This gave him the sense of security needed to relinquish his intro¬
verted and compensatory patterns of behavior and to reach out for further
relationships.
Boys have unique ways of reacting to emotional and social deprivations
encountered in the family situation. In contrast to the previous cases, the
following case is that of a boy who acted out his needs with extreme aggres¬
siveness and hostility.
Case 3
Tommy was committed to the training school as a result of
forcefully taking money from another boy Tdiile acting in concert
with a friend. This was his first court appearance and probation
was denied because the home conditions were found to be poor and
inadequate.
The mother died of tuberculosis when Tonm^ was eleven years
of age leaving the father with the full responsibility of rearing
the children, Tomn^ and an older boy who was also committed to
the training school. Before the death of the mother, there was
conflict as to how the children should be disciplined. The
father was rigid, punitive and inflexible in his treatment of
the youngsters while the mother was more flexible, rigid but
tempered with understanding. The siblings resented both types
of treatment but thought more of the mother because she did
show some warmth in contrast to the cold father person. The
father demanded that Tommy return home by a certain time in the
evening, but did not require this of the older boy. Tommy
resented the special privileges given to his brother and often
engaged in fights with him. Ihen he did, the father took sides
with the older sibling and physically abused Tommy, when the
mother attempted to intervene, she was also abused. Tommy engaged
in many fights at school with other boys. Mienever his teacher
cautioned him about his behavior, she was threatened.
After the death of the mother, the father's punitive treatment
of Tommy was intensified. He began to roam the streets and en¬
gaged in gang activities. He was permitted to live vdth an uncle,
but found that he could not get along with him and soon returned.
The father brought his paramour into the household. Tommy resented
this encroachment and was abused Yhen he verbalized it. It came
to the attention of a social agency that the father needed help
in the rearing of his two sons. He refused assistance offered
at that time and also of several other agencies later.
Interpretation Here we see a boy who had been subjected to a rejecting
unstable and punitive life. The relationship that he had with his father
was fraught with hostility, bitterness, and disharmony. He had always
felt unwanted in the presence of his father. The attention that he was
able to receive from his mother was interferred with by his domineering
father. There was inconsistency in the handling of Tomnry -vdio was torn be¬
tween the disharmony of the mother and father. The experience that he heid
with adult persons wras unpleasant. There was intense sibling rivalry wMch
interfered with his status in the family. After the death of his mother,
he lost the only bit of support he had in the family. He had never had
the affectional ties of adult persons through which he co;ild develop favor¬
able standards of behavior.
This type of family background instilled in Tommy severe hostility,
resen-fanent, bitterness. He felt that he had been cheated in life and was
the victim of oppression. He felt that no one cared. This created in¬
security in Tommy and he was filled with anxiety. His anxiety led him to
attack anything that was painful to him.
Tommy neecbd warm and accepting adult persons, particularly one to re¬
place the maternal figure that was lost. He neecfed a sense of achievement
and to feel like somebody.
Institutional Adjustment (Cottage) During Tommy’s stay in the program,
he encountered quite a bit of difficulty in trying to make an adjustment.
lil
His first cottage assignment was most challenging. He was
boisterous, boastful and defiant toward persons in authority.
He could not get along with other boys and constantly engaged in
quarrels and fights yath them. He did not respond to correction
and when approached would react with out-burst of temper. He
refused to work and absconded on several occasions. He resented
his cottage parents and assaulted them.
Due to his inability to adjust in his first cottage assign¬
ment, he was transferred to another cottage where his behavior
continued and became such that he was again transferred to
another cottage at the request of his cottage parents. Here he
sought to resume a leadership role in the cottage. He tried to
impress the group of his toughness by attacking the smaller
members of the group. The group as a whole resented his tactics
and began to exert pressure on him. The larger boys took the
lead in protecting the smaller boys against his attacks. He
did not respond to the supervision of his cottage parents who
resigned shortly after Tommy arrived.
His new cottage parents were not in the cottage long before
Tommy began to test them. He engaged in many mischievous tricks
to annoy them and projected the blame on other members of the
group. An interpretation of Tommy’s behavior was given to the
cottage parents by the case y/orker. In an interview with the
case worker. Tommy was asked how he liked his new cottage
parents. His response was that he didn't like them because they
talked too much and tried to be too friendly. He expressed that
he couldn't be fooled that easily^
Tommy began to disobey his cottage parents and refused to do
his share of work in the cottage. As a result, he was denied
special privileges in the cottage. He did not object to this
and expressed that he was a "man enough to take it." His fights
and quarrels with the boys in the cottage continued, but to a
milder degree.
The cottage parents, as is customary, invited Tommy and a
group of other boys to their apartment for a snack and entertain¬
ment as they saw fit. Tommy enjoyed this treat and expressed
to the case worker that this type of thing was not done in his
last cottage assignment.
Tomny's behavior became such that he was able to earn a home
visit. He did not return on time and gave as the reason the fact
that he encountered difficulty with his father viho told him that
he would not sign again for him to make another visit. As a
result of this incident, Torany requested that arrangements be
made for him to live with his uncle. His request was not granted
even though his uncle was willing, but was not prepared to accept
him. In the meantime, the New York City case worker worked with
the father in trying to better the home conditions for his return.
In an interview with the case worker at the school. Tommy
informed him that he was going to run away. Several interviews
with him later did not change his mind. He returned to his
cottage where he withdrew and had very little to say to his
cottage parents, or other members of the group. Shortly afterwards
Tommy and another boy of the cottage attempted to abscond. They
were lost in the mountains and could not find their way and
voluntarily returned to the training school the follovdng mor¬
ning. He expressed to his cottage parents that he knew things
were going to be made hard for him from then on because he
attempted to runaway. Ihen he was given special privileges by
his cottage mother, he hesitated and sometimes refused them.
Gradually, Tommy's behavior in the cottage began to change.
He cooperated with the group in cottage work assignments and
began to relate to his cottage parents. Disputes that he had
with his cottage mates were brought to the attention of his
cottage parents for settlement.
Tommy heard of a Christmas party that was going to be given
by a supervisor for members of her group and asked to be in¬
vited. She accepted his request warmly and made arrangements
for extra gifts for him. He wanted to repay her kindness in
some way and asked to do extra work for her when she was short
of help. After he insisted for a few days, his request was
granted.
Tommy's adjustment in the cottage continued to an extent
that he needed less supervision and was able to manage his
problems in a favorable manner.
Interpretation of Adjustment in Cottage During the initial contacts
with his cottage parents. Tommy saw them as rejecting adult persons. He
had a deep feeling of rejection when he arrived and expected it to con¬
tinue. He defended himself by attacking before he was attacked. After
his cottage parents convinced him of a fundamental interest in his wel¬
fare, by personal interest and warmth, he was able to relate to them.
Tommy had a weak super-ego; he was lacking in acceptable social standards
and entertained no guilt feelings. The relationship that the cottage
parents established with him enabled them to maintain pressure toward
desired kinds of behavior and against objectionable kinds of behavior.
This was done in many instances by punishment, but with reassurance. Group
pressure was also instrumental toward this end.
In working with boys such as Tommy who act out their needs with extreme
aggressiveness and hostility, care has to be taken so as not to create an
atmosphere -which the youngster construes as condoning of his behavior rather
than accepting of what motivates him to act out.
The case worker, through a study of Tommy's social history, -was a-ware
that he resented adult persons and particularly those in the position to
assume an authoritative role. With this knowledge, the cottage parents
■were able to maintain pressure toward acceptable patterns of behavior -with¬
out creating further hostility. This -was done after the cottage parents con¬
vinced Tommy of a fundamental interest in his Tirelfare, sometimes -with punish¬
ment but -with reassurance.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
The primary concerns of this study were to show the influence that
cottage life might have on personality development of boys at New York State
Training School for Boys; to describe the cottage plan and criteria for
placement of boys at the same institution; and to show some direct influence
that cottage life may have on the boy according to his individual needs.
Ever since the establishment of the first institution for the corrective
treatment of juvenile delinquents in 1703^ most institutions have been
labeled failures in their treatment program. Some of the major iiadequacies
considered to be causative factors in the failure of training schools were:
punitive motives of treatment^ too highly regularized routine, lack of
qualified personnel to work with the problem of delinquency, lack of facili¬
ties and the lack of preparation for confinement.
However, much progress has been made in the direction of understanding
and dealing with children -who are delinquents. There has been a change in
attitude toward the problem which opened the way to a better understanding
and more humane and realistic approach. It has been recognized that the
boy’s behavior is a manifestation of some need yhich was denied in his early
childhood development. These needs have arisen out of a family backgrouiKi
in which the child has been emotionally deprived of the basic essentials
for happy and normal groiffth, affection, acceptance and attention. For this
reason, more attention has been given to the treatment of causes rather than
to the symptom of the behavior. More stress has been placed, on the individ¬
ual and treatment of the problem according to individual needs. The recog¬
nition of the fact that there was a problem and confidence that the problem
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could be solved, have gone a long way toward the intelligent utilization of
the resources of institutions in rendering their treatment program more
effective•
Even Tjith these modern advances in the treatment of juvenile delinquents,
some authorities on the subject still maintain that there is little that can
be gained from institutional treatment programs and the child's place is in
his own home.
Some institutions have incorporated into their plan of treatment a
system 7»hereby the child is exposed to aspects of family living; therefore
are better prepared to meet the emotional needs of the child. This plan of
treatment is known as the "cottage plan." Here the children live , work ,
and play together in small groups under the guidance of a couple who serve
as substitute parents.
The New York State Training School for Boys was one of such institutions
and the setting upon whose "cottage plan" this study was focused. • At this
institution, a system of classifying and placing the boy in a cottage group
according to his personality, age and behavior pattern was used. By so
doing, the youngster was able to compensate for some of the emotional de¬
privations encountered in his real family environment and to grow according
to his emotional needs. However, the extent to which the child was able to
grow depended upon the type of group environment created for him and the
relationship that he established with his cottage parents. In instances
where the boy was not placed according to his personality makeup, his growth
was impeded.
No matter how attractive a "cottage plan" might be made, the success of
it depends upon the personnel who are entrusted with the responsibility of
carrying it out, particularly, the cottage parents who are in contact with
the boy probably more than anyone else at the school. The case worker is
also an important figure in the life of the boy. He must work closely with
the cottage parents if the boy is to derive the full benefits of the plan.
The treatment of the cause of the boy's behavior instead of the symptomatic
manifestation is dependent to a large extent upon the interpretation of his
personality by the case worker to the cottage parents. The case worker's
services must be available at all times of need.
The writer feels that the "cottage plan" has made a definite contribution
to institutional life and probably deserves more praise than has been given .
to it. By intelligently utilizing the resources of this plan, a further
contribution shoxild be made in the direction of providing a wholesome at¬
mosphere for the child to live, work and to play, thereby providing an
opportunity for wholesome emotional and physical growth.
As a resxxlt of this study, the following findings were made:
At New York State Training School for Boys, a system of classifying and
placing the boy in a cottage group according to his personality, age and
behavior pattern was used.
1. By placing the youngster in a cottage group according to his persona¬
lity, age and behavior pattern, he was able to find compensations for some
of the emotional deprivations encountered in his real family environment and
to grow according to his emotional needs.
2. No matter how attractive a "cottage plan" might be made, the success
of it depends upon the personnel inho are entrusted with the responsibility
of carrying it out, particularly, the cottage parents who are in contact with
the boy probably more than anyone else at the school.
3. The treatment of the cause of the boy's behavior instead of the
U7
symptomatic manifestation is dependent to a large extent upon the interpre¬
tation of his personality by the case worker to the cottage parents*
U* The "cottage plan" has made a definite contribution to institutional
life* By intelligently utilizing the resources of this plan, a further con¬
tribution should be made in the direction of providing a Kdiolesome atmosphere
for the child to live, work and to play, thereby providing an opportunity
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